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T.TMTRtroUCTlOM 
It eay strike students of accelerator physics as somewhat bizarre 

that the topic of around action (normally left to the practitioners of 
civil engineering and mechanical alignement) should find its way, this 
year, into a course of suaaer school lectures. The reason for this is, 
I believe, that in some large future Machine, ground eat ion effects ,if 
not ameliorated, Mill present fundamental limitations in accelerator 
performance.Mith respect to linear colliders, we are nearing this ties 
today. 

In this hour Me must touch on many aspects of the earth 
sciences,disciplines I have only recently become aquainted with. The 
presentation Mill be only partially analytic and mostly anecdotal.Zt 
used to be said that when embarking on a project, the first thing one 
had to do was to hire a good lawyer to keep one out of trouble. I think 
this maxim should now be extended to include a geophysicist. 8s that S B 
it may, the extensive references listed at the end should at least 
Steer yau in the direction of this body of knowledge. 

a)Mhv ie oround motion an issue? 
With the Introduction of strong focussing to contain transverse 

phase space <thereby reducing the cost of magnets) in the past 30 yoars 
apertures have been reduced from meters <Bevatron) to a few tens of 
centimeters.As energies continue to climb, modern machines Mill have 
apertures of a few centineters or even less.The aligneeent of string 
focussing elements has therefore become ever more critical. In 
addition, the recognition that the beam's wake-fields interact with the 
walls of the vacuum chamber or accelerator structure loads to stringent 
positional tolerances on beam centering. 

More quantitatively let us consider some general lattice of 
magnetic elements for a circular machine as shown in Fig 1.1 • 

Fig.I.l 
<l> 12) 

I I 
e a a ' B ' M3D-* I B — ' IQFJ • B " B O Q O o n o o a > etc. 

Questions What happens to the bean if ese displace vaaa f lot f told 
bending magnet in the tc direction? 

Answeri To first order —nothing! 
Qi Mhat happens if Me move a single quadrupolo on amount d 

in the y direction at location C D ? 
At He have introduced an "error dipole field" that (ticks the 

' beam through an angle 8 . 
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What is the Magnitude of the resulting orbit distortion 
at say point C217 

Jy«»> - e«,»jfB.a-i cos (ft.- 0,-w) 
2 sin wv 

in Mhich e •> glffv/Sr Mhera g-gradient 
1-quad length 

S^mdisplaceeent 

Note the "resonant" tern sin wv in the denominator 
in which v is the betatron frequency. 

Let us now assume th/t all the defocussing quads in N lattice cello 
are displaced in soue statistically random manner in amplitude and 
direction of transverse displacement and sum up their contributions.The 
above expression is replaced byi 

Sya rms <= <6- > J<fi ,,ft«»>)JN gl/Br 
2J2 | sin w j 

Q. For example, what is the rms displacement of the beam at the 
interaction point (IP) of , say, the SSC if we let the lattice quads in 
this machine iioole randomly by 1 micron (10-6 meters)? 
CAUTION: I am not suggesting that all quads be initially aligned to 
this accuracy - a clearly impossible task! We assurae that ocaa 
extensive system of beam position monitors and DC correcting coils has 
already been employed to center the beam in the vacuum chamber.The 1 
micron refered to here £D the jittering <tiiao dependent) oagnot notion. 
A. Inserting same representative SSC parameters at 20 ToV, IREF t > 

0«».<j. = 27a meters, g = 200 T/m, lvaa •= 4.25o, 
(Jy at the I.P. =• 2 a, Grho - 66735 T-m, 
H =» 516, v « 97.25 S «, raas » l.O 8 10-0, a, 

one obtains <yz^>raa •> £ 0 x 3.4 «= 3.4 micronsrms 
O. Is this serious? 
A. Potentially yes, because the vertical beam siso (vvi of the? SSC boon 

at the I.P. is about 9 microns. LOBS of luminosity rcauld occur„ but, 
far more importantly, the non-linear beam-beam interaction would 
become asymmetric. 

As 
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1<b. 'Is this example a realistic representation of the physical 
situation? 

ft. No, we Nil 1 sett that quads ere not likely to eove randamiv by 1 
micron. But, it Mas an easy calculation to do in order to give 
the reader a feeling for the magnitudes involved in the problem. 
Uhder certain conditions, the situation could be much worse. 

EXERCISE it Calculate the relative displacements of tMO linear collider 
beams at the I.P. if the final interaction region quad packages move 
transversely in opposite directions by i micron. 

(b). Same possibly serious consequences of around motiont 
lite following is a partial list of effects one can conjure up 

that may occur due to ground displacement of •laments. The list is 
clearly not meant to be complete, nor have the magnitudes of the 
effects on machine performance been evaluated in each case in detail. 
The purpose of this lecture is only to al.erft the reader and to then 
describe what is known about the motion itself. 
1) We have already eluded to the problem of off-axis beaca collisions 
in the SSC - a proton collider having little natural, if any, damping 
to restore possible transverse phase space dilution. 
2) Distorted orbits have slightly different path lengths so that 
random arrival times of the bunch at the r-f accelerating cavities Mill 
appear as a source of phase noise possibly causing longitudinal phase 
space dilution with its own consequences. 
3) Large betatron oscillations of the beam in sextupolar fields 
(present in all modern machines to correct chromatic!tics) give rice to 
phase space tumbling or fillamentation (dilution) with resulting lose 
of luminosity. This is particularly true in the arc transport system of 
the SIX presently under construction. 
4) The positional Jitter tolerances on the SLC arc oognots ore in 
fact about 0.1 microns because the beam at the I.P. is about 1.5 
microns in size. 
5) Interaction region quads, by virtue of the beano.* very large beta 
values therein, mrm generally very sensitive elements. 
6) trie have already noted the denominator in the orbit distortion 
formula. In a circular machine we must, of course, ovoid integer (and 
certain higher) resonances. It is possible, howeverc to icaoginc situations in which the motion of focussing eleconto is ouch that 
errors occur "in tune" with the particles motion ovor a oinglc pass or 
revolution. 
7) Last, but not least, in particular in a linear cellidor, Wakefield 
effects are driven by orbit distortions. This sets a tolerances of 
about 0.7 p rms far the linac quads at SLC and about O.OS p raa for a 
super linear collider.(REP 21 
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C> What mrm me left tilth after counter m w w T » taken? 
Feedback, and in sow circuastances feedforward, is the panacea of 

the accelerator physicist after all sensible counter Matures described 
below are applied. He will see that there are limitations. It is «y 
unsubstantiated guess today that a machine that calls for positional 
tolerances less than, say, O.OOS |> in the rmnqtm 1 to SO Hz will be 
extremely* difficult to operate. 

II. TYPES OF MOTION 
When one considers the geophysical Makeup of the planet Sarth, one 

quickly realises that terra firma Mill behavu more like a bowl of jello 
covered by a rather thin, elastic, slightly wrinkly and broken skin. 
Figure II.1 <REF 3) shows that the crust is,in fact,only between 7.S to 
35 KM thick. The upper Mantle is gooey, and the so-called outer corn 
must be quite liquid. In this section, we Hill discuss various types 
of (notion in increasing range of frequency. For generality we list not 
only those relevant to our problem,but also a few which can be 
dismissed from further consideration. 

ia> Ground Settlament 
Seasonal variations in the local ground water table, water 

content of the soil, further compaction of even well engineered fill or 
rebound of the ground under cuts etc., all tend to push the tunnel out 
of its original shape. 

For example, the SLAC linac "cut and cover** tunnel is 10,000 feet 
long and has built into it a laser alignment system capable of a 
transverse resolution of about .001-MREF 4).. Figures 11.2 o,b, show 
the cumulative displacements of some 240 targets along the line, in the 
horizontal and vertical directions- summed over the 17 years 1966 to 
1963. Although the notions were faster Just after initial construction, 
recent yearly surveys still indicate cations in certain regions of the 
order 1/2 em/year. Generally speaking, the wavelengths of the 
distortions arm comparable or larger than the betatron wavolangth of 
the focussing structure and, therefore, less dangerous. Neodleso to 
say, the accelerator waveguide is readjusted once a year. It was 
expected that, since the Pacific Tectonic Plate «8e© Fig. II.31 is 
inexorably grinding northward (and in places downward) at the rato of 
about 2.6"/year, and since the San Andreas Fault is "locked" in 
northern California, that the tunnel would be eventually bant northward 
•t the western end of the accelerator. Interestingly enough, the data 
does not exhibit this effect. 

DISCLAIMER 
Thli report o n prepared as in account of wort sponsored by cm sceney of tbs United Sialo 
Gamtuaau. Ndtsc tbe (Jailed Swta Owomncnl ax any a|j«n? Uteres", cor any cltfcci 
rajplii^ mikei wry wtrnnrjr. eqttcs « i " ^ ^ 
" 5 * ^ * * "an"**. wmpkieBejj, ot wafutacn of oi^ W<mMB ô. op-aWta, fmdncl, or 
pwMUdiidoseJ. w representsdual in wc wooM not t o f n ^ r^ratety iircsd rfcbrs. JUJcr-
ems ban , to my tpcciOc oommcKbl product, proct^ «temce by t r ^ ran^ tredcenrk, 
mmniuViirer. or tnhcrwlK does sot necessarily constitute or imply its caicjteael, rcsoa-
nwadiUon, or fivoriigj by the United State* Gorcronteat er any oscccy Iterat. Tts vtara 
ran! opinions of Mithan expressed herds do not teceaariJy tuts ot refcet tfeaa of Ito 
Ur&cd Stiles GoterameM«uy>caicy<n«rcor. 
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DiWnciftonnjiHrtkirtjM.ini 

' : Regions of lit earth's interior. The depth shown for the crust, 17 Jem. 
is the tutightti average of oceanic crust (?S km} and continental trial (35 km}. 

FIGURE I I . X CRUST AND INTERIOR OF THE EARTH W r e a roff .SJ 
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Major plates of the world. T.ie types of plate boundaries, marked by heavy lints, are 
discussed latir. A. Midoceanie ridges nl which llie plaits move apart art represented by 
double lines. 0, Transform (null boundaries are shown by single lints. C. Trenches and 
alhtr subductlou tones art mnrkett by lines with teeth on one side. The Itelh paint down 
the descending slab. Doited line* art used where the exact location or nature of II e 
boundary is riucerfiriir. 

( PI5URE II.5 TECTDMIC PLATES OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE (-fi-ora ref.3) 



f Another example from experience at SLAC concerns the behaviour of 
the PEP tunnel.The diameter of this storage ring is 70O m. 
Vertical alignment is performed by means of a precise "circumferentially 
continuous" water level(REF SI. After initial settlement of about 3 ma 
in the first year, local vertical excursions are now less than 1/2 
mm/year. Sharp local discontinuities (approximately 2 mm) occur only 

• near experimental regions whenever large detectors, about 100O tons, 
depress the hall floors. Curiously, since its construction,the ring as 
a whole appears to have tilted {down at the west) about 1/2 mm across 
its diameter • It may be well to point out that tunnels at SLAC, with 
a few notable exceptions sit on, or are mined in, grey, unweathered, 
well—cementedd, tertiary myocens sandstone (age about 25 million 
years).The properties of this material are quite variable and are 
described later. 

(b) Earth tides and free oscillations 
Recognizing that the earth is an elastic body, it is not hard to 

believe that the time varying forces exerted by the moon and sun 
distort the gravitational potential ncv: only of the surface water 
(which is free to slosh about in the ocean basin) but of the body as a 
whole. Diurnal (actually 24 hours SO min.) and semidiurnal amplitudes 
of the landmass result with amplitudes in the centimeter range (REF a. 
Berger and Lovberg 1970). Following shock excitation from large 
earthquakes, the planet can ring like a gong! Spheroidal and torsional 
modes have been seen with periods ranging from 50 minutes to a few 
minutes tor the higher modes - an interesting type of spectroscopy. To 
the accelerator builder, however, these motions are nothing more than a 
curiosity, because over the dimensions of the site of even the mast 
ambitious project, they will not cause relative quad displacements. 
< C )Sei smi r Pi sturbances 

1. Earthquakes 
Although most of what is known about the earth's composition 

is derived from the scismologic study of these events, we will see 
below that they Interest the accelerator designer mainly in the design 
of buildings and structures. 

Host, but not all, earthquakes occur at the interface of moving 
tectonic plates. See Fig. II 4. The dominant feature in California is 
the system of faults associated with the San Andreas. This fault and 
its tributaries are clearly visible in Fig. II.S on which are plotted, 
for example, all quakes in the area of the year 1973.(REF 7) 

The number of earthquakes N per unit time of magnitude greater 
than M may be written: 

logaoN = a - b M in which b » 1 and 
in which the constant a is characteristic of the geographical area covered 
and the density of detectors. For the Central California tticroearthquake 
Network operated bv the U.S.6.S- in Henlo Park covering 30,000 square 
miles with 250 stations (mostly along the San Andreas), some 4O0O 
earthquakes are detected each year. In the 3 years 1976-1979, or'y 18 
events of magnitude 1.5 to 3.5 occurred with epicenters within 20 KM of 
the collider site. 
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The Magnitude 14 of an earthquake is defined as the logarithm of 
some quantity related to amplitude, energy release* seisalc moment, 
etc., of the event.Since statistically sneaking small events happen 
frequently (large events seldom} one is led to the notion that if 
stress is building up linearly with time, and if the rock boundary is 
weak <or lubricated) strain release occurs in many snail steps. If a 
plate boundary is locked, it will take a long time before a 
catastrophic release takes place. The return period of an event as a 
function of magnitude for the Bay Area is plotted in Pig. II.6. The 
table on the right relates "human perception" of the event to the 
Riehter magnitude scale. Insurance underwriters make use of such data 
in .alculating earthquake premiums in any given geographic location of 
the country. 

Such data also assists accelerator designers in risk analysis and 
planning the types of structures and supports that Mill be necessary to 
sustain the motion during the project's lifetime. Fig. II.7, for 
example, depicts an estimate of the maximum ground accelerations that 
can be expected in earthquakes of given magnitude and distance from 
epicenter. Aside from setting certain design criteria, the event rates 
are simply too low to affect the daily operation or performance of a 
col1i der. 

**• Microsei«#c t*oi*e 
(a) Natural 

Having spent several pages describing what is not the 
problem, we will devote the rest of the lecture to what vs., but I must 
first tell you a funny little story. 

Back in the 19S0"s, when the CERN laboratory in Geneva was thinking 
about building the Proton Synchrotron (PS), the support engineers 
decided to build a large concrete "monolithic*' slab on which to place a 
long string of magnets. Being careful (CERN engineers are always very 
careful) they decided to measure how much the slab elongated with 
temperature and distorted as the concrete cured by instrumenting the 
setup with a collection of position sensors. Much to their amazement, 
the gauges indicated that the slab "jiggled." They had unwittingly 
built a seismometer. Even more interesting, the amplitude of the noise 
was correlated with storms arising in the North Sea.a half continent 

Seismologists had, of course, lived with such noise problems for 
the then past SO years, but the impetus (and money) to study it 
occurred in the late 1930*s when treaty verification of underground 
atonic bomb testing became an important issue. Other local natural 
microseismic noise sources are waterfalls and even wind in the trees 
and against buildings. 
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IBURE II.6A ESTIMATED RETURN PERIOD OF EARTHQUAKES 
, UP B1VEK HASKiiTbDE FOR THE BAY AREA" 
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Fig. 1I-S (Brune and Oliver* 1959 REF 81 displays an early 
"qualitative" and "averaged" conpilatien of the range of noise 
amplitudes one can expect over a very Mide range of frequencies. The 
dominant feature,of concern to us,is affectionately called the "7 
second hum" by seismologists. Another early compilation <Franti et al, 
1962 REF B) Fig. II.9, depicts the higher frequency sides of the peak 
taken from Many stations on the American continent. Ne Mtll examine 
this disturbance in quantitative detail in Section IV. 

Presented as Me are with a ground motion spectrum we will engage in 
what might be called "forensic seismology," in order to determine the 
sources of the disturbances. In this detective story the finger prints 
- signatures if you wish, mrm characteristic frequencies and their line 
widths. 

III. ft PIBRESSION 
In order to appreciate what follows, we must take time out to 

briefly review two matters - wave propagation and how to work in the 
frequency domain. 

CaJ How does sound propagate in an elastic medium? Let us consider 
a homogeneous, isotropic and elastic substance and subject it to a 
generalised stress vector P 

1. The result of pM„is an elongation SI 

and we will write that 
MM «• d u 0 dx £L 

. _1 

*< 
1 
1 
t 

J 
where u is the generalisad particle 
dispacement from equlibrium. 

For an elastic medium strain Is proportional 
to stress, i.e., Hook's Saw is obeyed. 
If we push in all three directions with p„a,pvv p » the volume gets smaller, and tho constant of 
proportionality is the bulk, podulun it. 
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Ths t m coaponent* of staple shear sum to 

€ «v • d_Ua. + 
dy dx 

We will use the shear sudulua p to 
linearly relate shear stress and strain. 

Using thQ components in oil directions per nits the setting, up of an 
equation of motion for the generalized particle displacement from 
equilibrium: 

U = i u» + j u v + k u« 

as n U = t k + 4/,3p >VV» u - i> (Y«Y s t u ' a ) 

in which D is the density of the nedium. 

Special Case 1. Let us let curl u «=\x u «= O , but div u finite 

SinceVV »U = V»Vu, then d£ti - <k • 4/3p>/l>^)u. t2> 
dt* 

For a plane wave in the x direction we haves d*ur <= C* rfzu„ t3> 
dt* dx2 

a wave equation whose solut ion i s a wave of ve loc i ty * 

>|{(k + 4 /3p) / f )> C„ o (4 ) 

This is called the irrotational wave, eore loosely the 
compresnional wave, longitudinal wave. P wave or nriranry eaavg. 
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Special Case 2 . Now l e t u s l e t d i v u » \ - u » O , that enans t h e Medium 
tS incompressible. 

B i n c e ^ x \ J x u «*^f« u. - \J.\7u. t - ^ . ^ u . we can w r i t e ! 

d»u « p/n V»V" 
dt« 15) 

For a plane wave in the x direction we can have particle motions only 
in the y and 2 degrees of freedon BOS 

g£U - P'n fl'Mit.v 
dt« d<K,y>' t6> 

The solution to this equation is a solenoidal wave or nore loosely 
called the transverse wave.the shear wave- "the secondary wave 
because its velocity: 

C s •» ^-<p/n) is slower. (7> 

In general, you get both types, but notice that in a liquid or gas, 
which have no shear strength, only pressure waves can foe supported. 

page-iq-
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RELATIONSHIP 6ETWEEN THE ELASTIC COMBTflMTS IIF A MATERIAL 
8. What happens when you pull on a cyliiuter of steel? 
A. Aside from getting longer, it also shrinks in diameter. 

The ratio of compressianal strain to tansional strain is called 
Poissons ratio a and can be expressed in terms of k and p by 

o- «= 3k — 2u and therefore must be S 1/2. 
6k + 2p 

The more familiar Youngs Modulus - the ratio of longitudinal 
Stress/strain is* 

% Y = gjm = 3k(l - 2ir> *= 2p<l + «r) 
V + 3k 

Knowing any two of these four quantities for a material permits the 
calculation of the other two. 

The velocity ratio Cp/Cs = 4<<k + 4/3p>/p> is also of interest. 

If, for example, r •= 1/4 as is approximately true for many material! 
in the earth, then k = 5/3p and Cp/Cs = J 3 = 1.73. 
Some numerical values for these parameters are shown in Table III.I 

The earth is neither homogeneous nor isotropic.Haves meeting a 
discontinuity will reflect and refract.One especially interesting 
interface is its surface <which is not even very flat). 

Fig.III.2 

t stress free boundary 

* 1*1 mvc »»» 
x / 

Since the potentials of the solution of this boundary value 
problem decrease exponentially with depth, the disturbances ore 
confined to the neighborhood of the free surface. These surface waves 
were first calculated in 188& by John William Strutt, better Cowron to 
you as Lord Rayleigh. Fig. 1X1.5. The particle motion is an ellipse in 
the yz plane, that is,we are dealing with a combination of P and 
vertical shear «SV) waves. For a medium with a velocity ratio Cp/Cs •= 
1.7,the phase velocity of a Rayleigh wave is about O.fZ Cs. 
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TABLE IJI.1 

ELASTIC CONSTANTS AND THE VELOCITY OF BOUMD IM SOME MftTERIALS 

^ S*«N V^ MATERIAL 
QUANTITY ^"v. 

GRANITE SHALE LIMESTONE MIOCENE 
SANDSTONE 

COMPACTED 
PILL 

3ANTACLARA 
FORMATION 
(weathered 

• " ••—•^•^•^••^ 

5-6Km/s 2.2 &e> 70O0 *t/B 
• 

cP - k « V 5-6Km/s 2.2 &e> 70O0 *t/B 1615 */s 2000-
3000*/s 

-W 2-3Km/s 0.81 »3 4500 *t/a 860 V s ? 

K » Bulk modulus 3 x 1 0 " 
dynes/cm3 

p B Shear modulus 2 x 1 0 " 74 x 10* 3 x 10* 
1 

II = Density 2.7 gr/ei 1.91 1.93 
i 

j 

9 = Poieson Ratio 0.2 -0.3 O.IS 0.3 

Cp/CB B Velocity 
Ratio 

1.63-1.87 2.72 S2.0 X * SSo 1.88 

V B Young'B Hod. j mxio* 
lbs/*t» 

7.33x10* 
lba/fta 



FIGURE III.3 JDHN WILLIAM STRUTT CLQRD RAYLEJBH) 
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1-f the oediun consists of a surface layer on top of one of higher 
wave velocity* a common situation, surface waves polarized in the xz 
plane can be supported. These are called Love waves and are sometimes 
designated LB. L for love, Q for quer, the Geraian word for transverse. 
C C L O * 4-43Ko»/sec . Ct% * 3.77 Km/sec, somewhat faster across the 
Pacific Ocean floor)* 
Needless to say, from here on the situation gets more complicated, 
almost en art form, when considering layered, non—isotropic, even 
non-linear media on a local scale. The saving grace when timing 
earthquakes with very long waves is that the earth's heterogeneity is 
averaged out. We will discuss attenuation later on. 

<b) Properties erf the Fourier Transform 
Me have already noted that we will find it convenient to 

characterise the identity of a ground notion by its spectrum. Just as 
important, if not mere so, is how the Motion affects the beam in an 
accelerator. In the analysis of electrical circuitry and mechanical 
structures, it is often convenient to work in the frequency domain. In 
other words, the 

SEISMIC INPUT FORCING FUNCTION f(s,t) FCw) 

Fig.III.4 
I 

is applied to 

THE TRANSMITTING MEDIUM (ground) 
I 

which acts on 
JL 

THE MACHINE'S MECHANICAL STRUCTURE (as a filter) 
1 

which results in 

A QUADRUPOLE RESPONSE (in space and time) 

giving rise to 

AN ORBIT DISTORTION 
I 

requiring (perhaps) 

hJ REMEDIAL ACTION ON THE PART OF A FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
(having some gain and bandwidth) 
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The Fourier Transform H(f) of the function h<t) is defined here aos 
«REF HO) 

and is a complex quantity 
HQ). R(f} + tiCF)-|ri(f9le. 

I f , for example, h<t> = p P,"~ ~t> O 

IH) 

\ 

"t <0 
then, 

ng> IftfV1****. p/e (•»""*** 
•'o 

e e 

***H9l ^(Mf p ^ - e I 
1 * 1 v 

IS) 
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Conversely,or inversely if you like, the Inverse Fourier Tranform isi 

Exercise: Given H(f> » exp -|2wf| , find h(t>. 

A useful compilation of Fourier Transform PAIRS is shown in TABLE III.2 
and 3. Note in particular the transforms of delta functions both in 
time and frequency and that gaussian distributions transform into 
gaussians- Doesn't this remind you of Heissnberg? Other useful (like 
additivity and symmetry J properties are summarized in TABLE III.4, but 
Me need two more integrals. 

(a) The CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL of x(t> and Mt> 1st 

g&) - I ^(yWt--f)Jr - pĉ  + kt; 
with this overlap integral we can prove that: 

kfc) * *ft4 * — MS)X(f/ 

This i s ca l l ed the Convolution Thwftm-
With the Convolution Theorm one can a lso prove tha t 

"•+.© 

j !?»-*. /r»«i*df 
-oo 

which is called Paraeval's theorem which states that the total energy 
computed in the time domain must equal the total energy in the 
frequency domain. Notice that we are now dealing with real power<a 
scalar) i.e., whatever phase information there was,is no longer 
present. 
Exercise: Uith respect to ground motion studies, in what physical units 
Mould you plot a power spectrum? 
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SUMMARY OF PROPERTIES 

For Allure reference the basic prepertiei of the Fourier transform are 
summarized in Table 3-2. These itiatiomhrfn will be of considerable impor
tance Ihretijhout the remainder cr this book. 

Time domain 
PROPERTIES OF FOURICR TRANSFORMS 

Equation no. Frequency domain 

Linear addition 
JrW+jtfJ 

Timeacatint 
Hkt) 

Invent wile chance 

Tint ihinina 

Modulation 
M.W"-

Even function 
Mn 

. ' Real l*unclron 
«<f) m * ,(f) 

Imaginary function 
Mt) -Mr) 

0-2) 

0-6 

<3-l» 

0-14) 

0-23) 

«•») 

<M4> 

0-45) 
O-At) 

flflHV) 

Invent acatc change 

Frequency scaling 

mn 
Phate shift 

«UTr •«•«• 
Frequenty shifting 

W-fit 
Realfuncntn 

HATi-RAft 
Inashiary 

* • ( / ) - y M / > 
Real pare even 

Imaginary pan odd 

Real part odd 
Imaginary part even 

» l / > - * . C / > - r / M / ) 

TABLE I I I . 4 t W E F p - PROPERTIES PF THE F O U R I E R TRANSFORM 
i - f r o m r e f . l O J 
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<b> The CORRELATION 1MTEBRAJ- of K(t> and h<t» is defined as 

2 ft) / ?ftnft+-e)J¥ 
if xlt> =/= h<t>,then this integral is called the crosscorr.of x(t>,htt> 
if x(t> BB= h(t>,then this integral is called the autocorrelation of x,h. 

Exercises Calculate the auto correlation of a "unite noise" 
disturbance. 

The Sampling Theorem 
He are now in a position to apply these nations to our problem. Me 

Mill da so graphically. Consider Figure III.5. Let us say that hCt) 
represents a ground Motion induced orbit distortion, and that a beam 
position instrument looks at the motion when the beam goes by at an 
interval rate depicted byA<t). 

A fairly accurate representation, h (t) •&(&) results in the time 
domain. In the frequency domain H<f) is convoluted with^(f) to 
produce Htf)*i(fl, which is of course the Fourier Transform of 
Mt>-]&t, Me note that the informational content of Fig. <c> is 
identical to Fig.<f>, i.e., the representation is accurate. 

Now consider Figure III.6. If we reduce the number of times one 
can observe the beam, i.e., reduce the "bandwidth" of the observer. 
Figure (c) is not accurately represented by Fig. (fl, nor for that 
matter does (e) represent <a), we have lest the higher frequencies. 
The feedback system that is supposed to "correct" the error will begin 
to zio when it should zao 

The limiting case in which we have just barely enough information 
is shown in Figure III.7 and demonstrates the "sampling theorem" 
graphically. It says that no components of a wave foro greater than 
f/2 can be accurately reconstructed if the sampling frequency is f. 
When the gain of the feedback system is considered <BBS lecture by Rae 
Stiening) the bandwidth of the correcting system is restricted by 
another factor sir. 

Let me repeat myself... in accelerators this implies that we oust 
have beam sampling repetition rates or circulating frequencies about 6 
times higher than the frequencies of the disturbances that we are 
trying to measure and combat. 
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FOURIER SERIES AND SAMPLED WAVEFORMS 
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IV. FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST 
We have already noted that 1* the source frequency is very low 

las in earth tides) the whale site moves aonalithically and no relative 
quad displacements result. The situation is ears interesting whan the 
wavelength of the ground Motion becoees comparable to the dimensions of 
the accelerator as a whole or perhaps aore locally,to the betatron 
wavelength. To calculate this we need to know the effective velocity 
of the motion. 

Xn a homogeneous medium the body wave phase velocities arm non 
-dispersive and simply calculable from the medium's known elastic 
constants. Surface CRayleigh, Love) waves, however, sample the medium 
to a depth comparable to a wavelength, a depth over which the medium's 
parameters may vary greatly.(This is discussed in Section VI below) The 
affective velocities must therefore be estimated iteratively,taking 
into account the locations of the source and receiver. To give us a 
feeling for dimensions. Table IV.1 lists frequencies of interest 
assuming a relatively low velocity of 2500*/sec. The 7 second hum (.19 
Hz) will affect the larger machines. Except in the case of the Linear 
Collider running in test mode, the beam sampling rate is sufficient to 
measure the effects correctly. 

In an excellent modern textbook on "Quantitative Seismology" (flki 
and Richards, 1980 REF 11) you Mill find a plot reproduced here as Pig 
IV.1, depicting the Power Spectral Density of ground noise in one Of 
our regions of interest. The observer's stations are sited en hard 
rock. The data represents a long term averaged spectrum. The units 
are velocity2/Hz. Taking the central frequency of the large peak as .15 
Hz and integrating the density over a band of full width at half 
maximum of .15 Hz, one obtains a velocity of about lO—• cm/sec or a 
time averaged rms displacement at .IS Hz of about 1 micron. Notice the 
high frequency side of the power spectrum falls as 1/f2. 

What kind of a source produces such a spectrum? On page 85 of 
his text on the application of Fourier Transforms (Champaney 1973 REP 
12) discusses the function f(t) «• exp i{w„t + 0(t)> in which 0<t) 
is a stationary random function of time. In other words, there Is a 
harmonic driver of frequency wo whose phase suffers sudden changes at 
random time intervals. If on the average, there are v phase changes 
per time the power density spectrum has the form: 

P«<w> = 2v in unite of 
v* +• <w — Wo) 2 power/unit froq.interval 

In this case the width is given by the average frequency of occuranee 
of the phase jumps. Do not, as I did at first, confuse this with the 
case of the damped harmonic oscillator whose amplitude not power 
spectrum has this form. 

Just for fun,I have taken the "noisy" time averaged power spectrum 
for a bed-rock station shown in Fig.IV.1 and fit it with the above form. 
The resulting fit and its parameters are shown in Fig.IV.2 On this 
log-log plot the width of the peak appears quite broad, but this is 
deceiving.On a linear-linear plot (Fig.IV.3) the rather sharp nature of 
the disturbance is aore evident, nil this fitting should not be taken 
too seriously because just as there is no "standard earthquake", there 
is no standard •icroseismic noise spectrum. 



TABLE I V . 1 DIAMETERS OF VARIOUS MACHINE AND FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST 

T A B L E I V . l 

HflCHINE OIBHETER. 
ae te rs f e e t 

REVOLUTION 
FREQUENCY 

REPETITION 
KRTE 

FREOUENCVflT 
HHICH X = 0 
v = 2SeaVsac 

SPEHR 74.6 249 1.28 HHZ I S HZ 

P E P 788 2 2 % 136 KHZ 1 HZ 

SIX ARCS 893 
test 'aode 

IBB PPS 
1 PP» 

1 HZ 

TEVRTKON 2 191 W 6 8 47 KHZ 8 . 3 HZ 

2.57 6 2 KH l . S KHZ 
2 8 TEV SSC 

18 1 16 KH 53888 6.B KHZ 

B.B1 HZ 

0.B5 HZ 

1 X 1 SSLC Z K B KH 
l e s t 

148 PPS 
t Pf» 

8.03 HZ 
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FIGURE IV.2 FIT TO MAXIMUM POWER SPECTRUM OF FIB. IV. 1 (LOB - LOB SCALE) 
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FIGURE IV.3 FIT TO MAXIMUM POWER SPECTRUM OF FIG. IV. 1 • (LINEAR SCALES) 
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One more comment— In dealing with stationary random functions 
we can only talk about Power Spectra,root mean square values and 
autocorrelation functions. We cannot talk about the Fourier Transform of 
a stationary random function- it does not exist CREF 12 page 79) 
Now, who or what is the driver? 

If you live in California and turn an the radio in the morning 
to the marine weather forcast you might hear the foilowinga—'local 
patches of fog, the winds mre westerly at 15 knots, sea swell at Point 
Sur is 4 feet with a period of 10 seconds.' If you look in the sailors' 
bible* the "American Practical Navigator," you find Con page 791 of the 
1977 edition REF 13) that such a wave expends 35,000 horse power per 
mile of beach. 

The ocean wave theory of microseism generation was advanced as 
long ago as 1904, but, in my mind, a definitive local experiment was 
performed by Haubrich, Hunk and Snodgrass of La Jolla in 1963,(REF 14) 
who found following a storm a beautiful correlation between local ocean 
swell on shallow shores and the lower frequency seismic peak, called PF 
fP for primary). The higher frequency peak 0F( containing perhaps 100 times as much energy, has double the frequency and stems from the 
generation of oposi^ely directed waves off shore. The frequencies of 
bands PF, OF change with the age Cin days) of a storm which may be 
thousands of miles at sea. 

Gn a short time scale these two peaks may be remarkably narrow 
CQ • f/2Af » 14) indicating that the "beam" of waves was narrow and the 
length of the coastal strip was of order 100 miles. Waves traveling 
normal to the coast reach into the continent. .-*. complete and 
quantitative theoretical analysis of how ocean waves coup,* to the 
ground was then published by Hasselmann in 1963, (REF IS )and compared 
With the data. He concludes that "pnprftriable microseisms are 
oei »rated only by FJpur.f.er .components of random exciting fields that 
ha.a the same phase velocities as free modes of the elastic system." 

In 1969, Haubrich and MeCamy (REF lo) report on studies with a 
well instrumented Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA)(you can imagine 
what it is used for) located in eastern Montana. With this device, 
which has stations 100 KM apart, they can unscramble Raylaigh, Love 
surface waves as well as high speed cnmpressianal body waves and 
measure their directions and velociti .a. A lot of what they see 
travels eastward at a velocity of around 3 KM/dec and 4 KM/sec, but it 
is important to read their paper in detail since it provides us with 
the solution to our problem* namely, a correlated measurement of the 
waves in direction and time. Since the instantaneous coherence of the: 
wave trains appears to be high, even for inland locations , with an 
array of sensors one should be able to perform "real time" 
reconstruction of the disturbances. You may imagine a certain high 
level of computational power would be required, but given modern 
coinputai-f. this should not be too difficult today. Attenuation between 
coasts and into the contina.it is only about 10 db. 

Aside from storms,from which no region is immune,ore there places 
in the country that are exceptionally quiet? The people who test 
modern inertial guidance systems need such pl*ces. (REF 17 >. I am 
tald that there are a few - one in Texas. When asked, "why there?"the 
answer was, "there is nobody out thera|» Which brings us to the nest 
subject. 
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V. SOME MEASUREMENTS AT SLAC 
The question that we will address in this section is "what docs one 
measure in and around a populated laboratory?" Unfortunately - a 
lot! 
<a) Instrumentat i on 
i. Sensors: Fig. V.l(a) depicts "bore hole" geophones, (vertical 

and horizontal) which are easily carrieu abou; . Inside the case, a 
1 Kg mass is suspended on a spring having an undamped natural period 
of 1.0 Hz. Acting like an inverse loud speaker, the generated signal 
voltage is proportional to velocity. Externally damped by a shunt 
resistor, its velocity response is nearly flat from 2 to 50 Hz. With 
a sensitivity of 1 volt/cm/sec it is easy to measure amplitudes down 
to 10 ~ s microns. Fig. V.lib) depicts a horizontal long period 
seismometer in the form of a horizontal pendulum whose period is 
adjusted, from say 5 to 30 seconds, by means of its levelling screws. 
Electrically it behaves in the same manner as the short period 
device. 

i i. Data Display and Recording 
Aside from the usual instruments such as oscilloscopes and chart 

recorders, the essential device is a Fast Fourier Transform Analyzer 
(FFTA) with two input channels. The particular device shown in Fig. 
V.l<c> is capable, among many o':her- things,of measuring the complex 
fourier Transf ersFunctions of "transient" and time averaged signals 
and graphically displaying the results in magnitude and phase. 
Other function displays of its substantial an—board computer ara 
listed in Table V.1.CREF18) There are many devices of this kind Which 
widely used in such varied and important applications as predicting 
when heavy rotating machinery bearings wear out, structural analysis, 
vibration isolation, instability diagnostics of accelerator beams 
and even listening to whales and/or submarines. 

Cb> Data8 
i. Base Levels; When you place a seismometer on the ground or on a 

tunnel floor and look at a velocity signal that has been amplified and 
integrated once so it is proportional to amplitude, on a chart 
recorder you see what is shown in Fig. V.2a. Footsteps or a person 
jumping are clearly seen. At 6pm after everyone has gone home, it 
looks like Fig. V.2b. Clearly when you get right down to earth you 
see a lot of "dirt" effects! If now you put the signal into a "true 
reading" rms voltmeter to measure -/noise power and filter out the 
"high frequency" disturbances you see over a weekend what is displayed 
in Fig. V.3a. In the underground tunnel it's pretty quiet, but every 
now and then there are substantial signals. If you take the apparatus 
to the surface near an offsite road, yix see Fig. V.3b. Notice the 
dips between midnight and 6am — (especial y between Sunday night and 
Monday morning). Everyone must be in bed! Let us call this the base 
level. 

Figure V.3.C depicts a typical horizontal root mean square 
amplitude spectral density taken in the PEP tunnel about Jo© ft under 
ground.The peak at 6 Hz is due to a steadily [running compressor 
located 1/2 mile away. 
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ii, Transient m•turbaneas 
Host of the transient peaks in Figures V.3a and b mrm associated Hith 
either construction activity or frraffic. To be somewhat more 
quantitative, Me plot in Fig.s V.4 and V.S the total typical number of " 
events having a peak aeplitude greater than soee nueber in a A hour 
interval as a function of tine of day in the horizontal and vertical 
direction. The correlation with huean activity Is pretty clear. The 
r-ensors Mere on the surface in a not particularly well traveled wrmm. 
Their location, I believe, is representative of • tunnel since we see 
from Fig. V.3 that such transient disturbances mrm not such attenuated 
over distances of several hundred yards. Typical nueber as amplitude 
plats are shown in Fig. V.6. vertical disturbances dominate - not 
inconsistent with traffic. 
While these studies were underway, two anomalous transient events 
occurred. While they have nothing to do with the subject under 
discussion here, they are nevertheless instructive. 

One day the Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, which has been 
bothered by ground shaking since their photon beam lines have very 
long lever arms, called up to ask if the digging of the daeping ring 
vault 2 miles away could be disturbing their experiments. He set up 
the instruments to monitor the construction activity and saw no 
effect. But, on Sunday night, May 24, 1981, at 22s53:37 hrs., 
however, the recorder picked up a significant motion lasting 3 
minutes. At 23:16 hrs. a rolling motion of a 20-second period began 
lasting for another hour.See Figure V.7. The explanation came the 
next day when a magnitude 7.3 on tha> Rienter scale earthquake was 
announced in New Zealand, Fig. V.8. Using coordinates listed, one can 
reconstruct that the first disturbance seen must have jeen a direct s 
wave,flight time about 26 ain, and the later notion the arrival of 
long period Love .and Rayleigh Haves traveling in the crust of the 
Pacific Ocean floor with a flight time of 42 — 47 minutes. I was 
thrilled to have received a message from 12000 KH away without the use 
of eleetromagnetiem. Fig. V.9 depicts the geometric situation and 
care velocities are shown in Fig.v.lO. 

Another event closer to home is shown in Fig. V.ll — an 
earthquake and its aftershock in Coalings, California. The clearly 
depicted difference in arrival time between the p and c waves is 26 
seconds, consistent with a source to observer distance of 230 KM. 
Amateur seismology in action! 

As previously stated ,earthquakes are rare and we Dhould not be concerned with them in this context. 
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^ " ^ ^ • s s s a s e s f t s s f e s * , ...... 
to - An "earthquake, measuring 7.3 on'the Rfchter scaje^ 
t.Jiis recorded lis; the*Pacific Ocean southwest of N e w " 
fffiealan'd ."•early 'Se$teTitay7\accord1ng7.fo\^the^acJfi!;".' 

|:'f:j':'«'n>e eartbq'uakelVhYctftfecurVea'a.t &2S pjnVNew • 
{Zealand time, was' located in i n area between New ; 
V'Zealand and (he Auckland Islands, said Gordon'Burton. 1 
t.;a spokesman for tht"^tay;'~ryK'>r<\.-\-y^'^ ;* 
t ?T :•"Jiyprobanly'.'.Cdidn't do ;.triuch 'damage..because ; 

•••' there's, no land In'the area, but I'm IUTP they felt it in i 
{'New Zealand- Burton sa i l &.4$&13M£ •gP^'iv 8 
;•;; V.He put the exact location of the earthquake at 49.3 i 
r degree south latitude and,l&3.7 degrees east longitude. J 
T.V-.'. •.^•.^.•.•r»:«i . '^*-:^i:^.w^*,^.»-^';- .v- .w.t . '^ 
1 -V," .-The quake was not .expected. to generate amy ^ 

"uuriarals, or .tidal wavesi'ln the Pacific area; he said..';1;-, 
i ,.\ .', - V . * -r , ""jt-f .»,..• <t* * ; - ' , .» ' : f l T ^ , l l * l * ' " , * ; K , J * ' " i"'.,.'M."?i'.. 
••<". The VS. Geological Survey In .Washington said 
'preliminary estimates put the magnitude of the quake 
; at 7.5 on the JUchter scale. A USGS spokesman. Don 
. Kelly, said it appeared to be the largest quake since the. 
' inagnUude 7.7 quake in Algeria last October 10. ' ?.-.''•. 

- , • " . ' . . i i . ' . ' i , I - I » ' . : I I I . M ; ' ' - . , ' - J ' - " ' ' 

J 

FIGURE V . B EXPLANATION DF THE EVENT SHOWN I N FIGURE V. 
If ram S . F . U f i r a n i c l e i 
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.. Seismic warn hovel-paths thrmih tkeearth-TheHme in mbnttet it 
took each wave to travel from the earthounke it jhacun mhtrt the paths tar' 
face. Over a tittle lest than half Ike earth, tinctty opposite the earthquake 
foot*, there art no direct, unrcfkctcd 5 wave errioah. Note ttc reftecUd P 
wave OS .1 mini and S wave <273 am}, in, which Hit seismic energy bounced 
ftem the pufatt back into the intfrior. The path* art canted became eftht 
inmate ef seismic velocity with depth within the earth. ' . , 

Oflwkfc 

ht Biu "Vudnr ianc* 
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Smvn arrivillln 

FIGURE V.9 GEOMETRY AND ARRIVAL TIMES OF SEISMIC PROPAGATION 
( NEW ZEALAND TO MENLO PARK California) (-from ro-F.3) 
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iii*. Traffic 
Since traffic disturbances appear- to dominate transient noise, it was 
decided to investigate it further. A not unexpected result Mas that 
the size of the vehicle* its velocity and the condition of the road 
were parameters. The transient noise a vehicle traveling at 30-40 eph 
makes appears to be in the center of the frequency band lO to 30 Hz 
and lasts for 3 to 15 seconds as it goes by. After a while we 
noticed that the various types of vehicles had characteristic 
frequency signatures. *n fact, one could tell the difference betw»en 
the Santa Clara and San Mateo county transit buses, the latter 
displaying a fairly sharp peak around 12 H?. Nhen accelerating up a 
steep grade. A stop light does wonders. Little energy appears to be 
transferred to the ground in braking to a stop* 
iv. Continuously Operation Machines 

Large fans, Mater pumps, water surging in coaling pipes, because 
they operate in the steady state, contribute to the general level of 
site noise. The severest offenders srs heavy <say >20 Hp) low 
frequency reciprocating devices such as vacuum pumps, air, helium or 
hydrogen compressors and, of course, bubble chambers. Their noise 
shows up all ever the site on the ground spectrum is sharp 
well—defined spectral lines. Because their signatures are clean and 
ever present, the detective work of finding them as sources is 
relatively straight-forward. We believe that the major offenders at 
SLflC have been located. 
v. Detector Assembly Activity 
The question: ''Can a detector be assembled next to an operating 
linear collider?" appears in the light of what has already been said 
to have a rather surprising answer - perhaps, yes.(REF 19) Studies 
have been carried out with a crane in a well engineered collider 
assembly hall. They show, if the rails are sufficiently smooth, that 
little noise is transferred to the ground even when moving heavy *20 
ton) objects. Of course, when these object are set down with a bump, 
or the crane trolley is run against its limit stops, substantial 
transients (up to 1/2 mm) are observed. At a massive detector ( 3000 
tons SO' away)the amplitudes were less than 10 microns. The 
transients are completely damped in less than a few seconds. 
vi • Relative Phase Measurements 
The spatial as well as the temporal characteristics of ground motion 
are of interest when one attempts to evaluate orbit distortions 
resulting from time varying quadrupole displacements. In other 
words, one needs to know the spatial correlations of quad 
displacements along the orbit's path. A correlation with the 
betatron wavelength would be, for exairole, potentially more dangerous 
than from, say, purely statistically uncorrelated quad motions. 
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The' space versus time relationship of ground Motion is, of course, 
' related by the effective velocity of sound in the supporting medium. 
The medium consists of the ground itself, the tunnel floor end the 
magnet support structure - the latter two having perhaps transmission 
line charactgeristies of their own. The question, therefore* iss 
What values of velocity should one use for the various types of 
disturbances that toill be ttneountered in practice? 
We have found it possible to measure the space correlations of tne -
motion in the PEP tunnel Mith relatively sieple apparatus.(REF 20) TMD 
vertically sensing geophones (A,B) of matched gain Here connected to 
a two channel FFT fNicolet 660) Analyzer used in the Transfer 
Function mode. See Figure V.12. in this mode the analyzer measures 
the complex ratio B/A of the Fourier transforms from which is derived 
the relative phase ancle of the disturbances at any particular 
frequency within a selected band. 
As a driving source we chose two 75 HP vertical piston air 
compressors whose sharp 6.00 Hz signal is ubiquitous over the site. 
Fig. V.13 depicts the geometry of the source in relation to observeru 
i n the PEP tunnel. 
Test site PI was chosen such that the time of arrival ofp say, a cylindricalIy spreading wave train should be nearly independent of 
relative sensor separation in the tunnel. Test sites #2 and #3 are 
nearly in line with the direction of the propagation vector, albeit 
they are closer to the source. 
The data in Figure V.14 depict the relative phase angle between the 
signals from sensors A and 6 versus their physical separation in the 
tunnel. 
As expected, there is little phase shift at PEP region 3. In fact, 
although sensor A was geometrically slightly closer to the source, 
the signal arrived later than at B, indicating a velocity anomaly in 
the flight path - not altogether unlikely, since the terrain is quite 
inhomogeneous. The data from PEP regions 1 and 11 show distinctive 
and almost linear slopes. 

After translating sensor separation in the tunnel for line of travel 
geometry we can write, for the vertical amplitude: 

Y«z,t> = Yesin(2irA>(z - vt> 
then the local wavelength is: 

X •= bi - z a)/», - fe} 0 in units of 2v 
and the local velocity of propagation is: v = f 0 Jt. 
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and obtain the following resultst 

Separation Phase ProJ. Have- Velocity Depth below 
between AB Bhift Dlst. length ft/sec Ke/sec surface 

Region 1 64m 320* 1S7> 177* 1039 .32 16* 
Region 11 64m 397* 189' 171' 1028 .31 60' 

Since both the source emitted and the sensors received in the 
vertical direction and the line of propagation is primarily in the 
horizontal, the velocities Measured oust be looked upon as shear wave 
velocities. If sieple theory is valid, velocities should be 
frequency independent. 
These results are not inconsistent with what eight be expected in the 
"aluviai material" in the cut and cover Region 1, but it at first 
surprised us for Region 11 which is quite deep underground. An 
examination of bore hole data for Region 11 however showed that we 
had inadvertently picked a region which passes through layers of 
"clayey and sandy silts." 
On the other hand, it appears suspicious that the velocities in the 
two regions are so similar. We way be measuring the characteristics 
of the tunnel floor and not of the surrounding ground. A further 
experiment in a location of "known" more competent ayecine sandstone 
would answer that question. In either case we are measuring a 
relevant quantity since the tunnel floor supports the aagnets. 

VI. SOME GENERAL COMMENTS REGARDING LOCAL SOURCEBi 
Up to now we have not discussed how the amplitudes of disturbances 
attenuate with distance from the source. There are two 
considerations! geometric wave spreading and attenuation properties 
of the transmitting medium. 
<a> gepmg^rje Spread^ng^ 
If the dimensions of the problem ars such that we can no longer 
consider the plane wave solution to the wave equation, then a 
different coordinate system is called for. Returning to the uniform, 
homogeneous isotropic and elastic medium discussed in Section III.a, 
one can write for the amplitude of ground particle motion at distance 
*rem the sources 

AI-ZAPQ •> ir^/r) 

in which r„ is sufficiently large compared to the dimensions of 
source that "near field" effects can be neglected., i.e., body waves 
spread spherically. 
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ff-'tha geometry of the problem is such that the sotion is constrained 
•'• to1 take place In a plane, then: 

i.e., surface wavos spread 
/WA,.. *Jtrm/r) cylindrically. 

In the real world the situation is not so clear cut. The results of 
a simple experiment in a parking lot ara shown in Fig. VI.1. In this 
situation a 1/r dependence appears not to have been too bad an 
approximation., 
<b> Attenuation within, the Medium Cinelasticity) 
The solution to the Nave question can also accommodate a term exp -or 
( a real > which is another way of saying that the index of 
refraction is now complex. That well cemented sandstone has a lower 
attenuation coefficient a from, say, sand in which the grains can 
rub against each other is not hard to believe nor is it difficult to 
imagine, therefore, that a is frequency dependent. Measurements in 
the laboratory and in the field show for wide class of Materials 
that a(f) is directly proportional to frequency. For a substance as 
grossly an-isotropic as shale, for example, of course the value of a. 
for the shear wave is much higher than ot» for the p wave. Values of 
the lose parameter ct expressed in units of f sec/cm are shown in 
Table VI.1 (REF 21> 
Often you will see the expression 

Ai- <= Qa exp i- wfr/cQ > then 1/Q = ac/uf = 2*f/f 
in which c = velocity, 

f >= frequency 
a •= attenuation/1 
6f = half width at 

.707 response 
To provide a feeling for these quantities, let's plug in soma 
numbers. For sandstone, using a *• 3.5 x 10-8 f sec/cm, a plane wave 
disturbance at 6 Hz would be attenuated in a flight path of 2 KM by 
only about 45£ - i.e., hardly at all. It also shows that 
disturbances from very distant earthquakes loose thoir high frequency 
information. Very long period Rayleigh waves in the earth's upper 
mantle are reported to have an o n «= 36 x lO-9/cm at a frequency of 
7.11 K 10-3 Hz and Ct* •= 4.2 KM/sec <N. Ewing and F. Press, 1954 REF22> 
One should mention here, but only for completeness, that our 
treatment, although accommodating dispersion, has boon in Unear 
theory. Loss mechanisms can be, in fact mostly are, profoundly 
hysteretic, i.e., non-linear in amplitude. Since the amplitudes we 
are dealing with are very small, nan-linear effects will not play o 
•ignificant role. 
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<t» More on Velocit4— In the Ground 
throughout all of the proceeding discussion Me have harped on the 
role of knowing the »i,propriate velocities in the problem. For local 
disturbances local vesselties are required. A typical depth profile 
for 8LC tunnel routings calculated before the digging began by 
professionals on the basis of borehole and seismic surveys is shown 
in Fig. VI.2. Fig. VI.S displays velocity results in this particular 
region. Just to show you that my interests are not completely 
parochial, cut C*-C of Fig. VI.4 shows the material In a deep section 
through the American continent not far from where Fermilab is 
located. 

Vi;. WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE PROBLEM? 
Assuming for the moment we have a problem, in this section we list 
some common sense counter measures that spring to mind. 
fa! Natural Site Considerations 
One Mould imagine it best not to build some large future machine next 
to Niagara Falls or directly on a seacoast subject to violent storms 
nor directly inside or too near a center of heavy industrialization 
or population. The underlying geology should be "competent" yet not 
so hard that you cannot easily cut or mine through it. 
(b) Mitigation of Sources 
Heavy low frequency sources such as continuously operating 
reciprocating machinery can be: i. moved to • distance at which their 
effect on the beam is negligible; ii. replaced with well balanced 
high rpm machines; iii. vibration isolated. In fact, there exists a 
whole industry dedicated to vibration isolation in which clever 
combinations of masses, platforms, springs and damping mechanisms are 
employed to prevent vibrational energy of being coupled to tile 
ground. (See REF 23 }. Since heavy machinery is a necessity, and 
since its use spans all disciplines and functions of any laboratory, 
it behooves laboratory management to promulgate a site-wide aollcv 
regarding design review, installation and use - preferably before, 
rather than after, the fact. 
Traffic is a matter not as easily dealt with but, as implied earlier, 
good roads, speed limits or atop signs do wonders. 
(c) pomponent and Component Support Design 
fls is well known, turbulent water flow in supply pipes, magnet coils 
or beam collimators can shake critical components. Unfortunately 
the desires, to keep heat transfer coefficients high and water 
turbulence (i.e., velocity) low, are contradictory. Careful 
engineering compromises must be made. 
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FIGURE VIo2 LOCAL VELOCITY PROFILE V5.DEPTH DERIVED FROM BORE HDLE LOGS 
— USgp' IN PLANNING TUNNEL ROUTE IN A REGION OF THE SLC~ 

r (-from Earth Sciences Assoc.Palo A l t o Report Sept. l9B2) 
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FIGURE MI,3 RESULTS OP A TYPICAL SEISMIC SURVEY 
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Just,as in the ease of isolating sources from coupling tfi. the ground, 
there exists a wholt industry of isolating critical components from, 
ground motion. Notable is the application of these principles to 
laser optical systems used in large scale holography. In this case 
the relative notion of elements must be controlled to fractions of a 
wavelength of light. A typical system, employing hydraullcally 
activated legs, is shown fn Fig. VII.1 <REF24>. Since It is generally 
more economic to shield the source rather than the receiver, such 
ideas are probably best limited to super-critical components such as 
"high-beta" interaction region quadrapoles if all other 
counterneasures fail. Still, all component support designs should be 
analysed for t.ieir dynamic mechanical response. 
i. Theoretical analysis 
Structural analysis can be treated analytically or by means of 
computer aided finite element numerical methods. CREF25) The former is 
important in the understanding of simple bodies such as bending beams 
etc., while the latter is practical in "real life" situations when 
the number of coupled equations and their boundary conditions become 
unmanageable. 
ii.Experimental analysis 

Rarely do intuitive mathematical models describe the actual 
physical structures the first time they are derived - unless the 
engineer has a great deal of practical experience in this field. Nor 
Mould one embark on the construction of a large project without 
comparing the mathematical model with as close a mockup of magnets 
and their supports as one can afford to build. In this endeavour one 
can work in either the time or frequency domains. 

In the latter, the measurement of the complex transfer function of 
the structure by means of an FFT apparatus i previously described > 
is particularly useful. With such a device, the structure's modal 
frequencies and damping coefficients are readily evaluated. Figure 
VII.2 shows, for example, the vertical oscillation frequency of an 
SLC magnet, excited by random noise generated by stomping about. 

FIGURE .VII.2 

VERTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION 
- -0F AN1 

SLC ALTERNATE BRADIENT MAGNET 
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VIBRATION ISOLATION t»t1 

. OVERVIEW 
Problems relating to vlbratlcnally-lnduced motion of 
critical system component! can be reduced orellminated 
either by isolating the apparatus (rem disturbing lorces or 
by building the system so thai it is relatively insensitive to 
disturbing forces, or by • combination of the two 
approaches. In previous sections, we addressed the 
problem of obtaining a high dynamic rigidity in en optical 
table. Here we shall discuss Isolation problems in general 
and address the problems related to obtaining high 
isolation efficiency. 

System pedcnnance of labia top 
unci vibration isolation mounts is tested by a hydraulic shaker 
both the vertical and Mia netteontal " 
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55 
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obtained by dividing tho sir mount's output eutospectrum by its Input 
auteiocclrum. Re. 134 abm. 

INTRODUCTION 
Conventional isolation systems are passive and achieve 
their performance by behaving like soft springs. This is 
accomplished by using soft compliant materials such as 
rubber, composite pads, springs, or by using pneumatic 
systems. In contrast, active systems sense forces acting 
on the table or table motion and apply Lounteracting 
forces to null the system. To date, only a limited num. er of 
such systems have been built, • and only for special 
applications at considerable expense. 

The basic characteristic of a passive Isolation system is its 
spring-like nature. For example, a table top that is sup
ported by three or mere Isolation mounts is in effect a rigid 
body sitting on three or more soft springs. If we ignore for 
a moment the fact that such a system has six degrees of 
freedom with six associated rigid-body resonances, and 
consider only pure vertical motion, we observe that the 
system Is analogous to a simple, single degree of freedom 
spring-mass system. The mass hasaclassical response to 
base motion, with amplification of the base motion at 
frequencies uptq/?Umes the system resonant frequencies 
and attentualion or isolation at driving frequencies above 
^Rn.It is desirable from an isolation standpoint to make f n 

as low as possible, since it not only moves the resonant 
peak to lower frequencies (which should have less effect 
on a table and associated apparatus), but greatly improves 
performance for all frequencies above resonance as well. 
The question of how low to make f n involves what is 
required, what fs achievable, and what tradeoffs are 
involved. Experience has shown that considerable floor 
motion occurs at frequencies as tow as 2 to 4 Hz with most 
energy being between 5 and 30Hz. This means that f n 

should be on the order of 1 Hz and definitely below 2 or 3 
Hz. This effectively rules out rubber or composite pads 
since their resonances typically fall right in the spectral 
region where lloor motion Is the greatest and as a result 
lhoy act as an amplifier rather than as an isolator. Steel 
springs are impractical and seldom used for this type of 
application because of the large static deflection involved 
(about 10" (or « 1-Hz system), lateral instabilities, and 
surge. This leaves the pneumatic system as the sole 
remaining, alternative for this type of application. 

F I G U R E V I I . I EXAMPLE OF A PMJEMflTlC U lBRATTnw itam ATTntu R V S T F M i m n r p TFJ= 



Note the classical phase shift as He pass through the 
resonance.If one used only one channel,all the many other vibrations 
in the building totally confuse the picture.In this example Me 
observed that the Q of the magnet was amplitude dependent. 

I suppose one shi ild nention here sone handy rules of thumb. 
Consider a magnet of uniform crossection, w weight per unit length, 
and length L, simply supported at its ends, f Figure VI1.3 > which 
has been designed with a sectional modulus X such that it has a 
natural deflection under its own weight "d". 

J "d" is the sag T at midpoint 
wL/2 

The natural vertical frequency of such a beam can be approximatly 
written, (for modes N = 1, 2, 3 etc) as: 

f M cycles/sec = N= 1.56 -JCgEI/wL"*) in which g= acceleration 
due to gravity 

We see that these frequencies scale as 1/La and 1/-Jw. 
Since the static deflection "d" is: 

"d" = 5/3B5 <wL> L=/EI 
One can simply rewrite: 

* B O . * N* 1.56 J(S/3B5> •JtgZ-d") » Q.178 N»J(o/d) 

Exercise: Convince yourself that the above expressions are 
dimensionally correct. 

Suppose now that we have some long object that would deflect a not 
unreasonable say l/2mm under its own weight. Far the lowest mode 
(N •= 1), f = 25 Hz — right in the middle of the traffic noise band. 
The next mode is at 100 Hz and therefore out of the noise. <This 
discussion demonstrates a little joke in the support •fraternity,, 
namely "everything around accelerators resonates at the wrong 
frequency"). If we can not make the object stiffer, one can at least 
support it at iti "quarter points" to push its frequency up out of 
harm's way. 

To calculate the response of a system to some input forcing 
function,follow the procedure outlined in Figure III.4.In other, words 
multiply together in turn the fourier transform of the forcing 
function with the fourier transfer-function of each element. 

Fig. VII. 3 „a 

wL/Z| 
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•'« <d)' Feedback on beam derived information 
In lecture 1 of this series Rae Stiening has already told you 

about feedback - therefore I shall not dwell an it here except to tell 
you that it is already being used with great success at the Stanford 
Sychrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). 

Experimenters, whose apparatus is located at the end of long (20 
meter) photon bean lines, noticed for some ties that the power 
density across their 2mm high vertical slits Mas not constant. The 
secondary source of this problem was eventually traced back to the 
fact that the stored orbit was changing its direction of emmission by 
minute ground motion induced torsional modes of most of the concrete 
girders ts. it support the ring magnets. (REF 26) The frequency of these 
modes (not the same on every girder) was centered about 4.5 Hz. The 
primary source of --ioration was a hydrogen compressor located some 
300 -feet away and operating at 4.5 Hz. 

In this case it proved to be expensive to isolate the primary 
source. Attempts to Modify the torsional mode frequencies resulted only 
in shifting the beam error signal to other nearby frequencies. The 
solution was to increase the bandwidth of the "beam bump" steering 
system with which each photon line is equiped. The schematic of the 
system is shown in Fig VII.4. The error signal is derived from a split J 
anode helium ionization chamber located at the experimenters photon 
station. 

FIGURE VII.4 SCHEMATIC OF THE SSRL "BEAM BUMP" STEERINB FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
(from ref .2&) 
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A noise abatement factor of 36 db has been obtained but the system 
must be " tuned " manually to bring it into its operating range, end is 
probably bandwidth limited because the magnetic correcting fields ore --' 
applied through the rather thick aluminum walls of the SPEAR vacuum 
chamber. 
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<e>Feedback/Feedforward on «gi«n»ic array derived foformajier. 
The system described above is not infornation limited by the 

sampling theorem because the circulation -frequency is SPEAR is 1.2 
MHz - a frequency very large compared to that of the disturbance. In 
large linear colliders, running in a say 1 Hz test node, this say 
not be true! Can ore use the seismic signals themselves as indicators 
of their subsequent orbit distortion effects and thereby anticipate 
and predictably correct between pulses and thus "defeat" the sampling 
theorem limitations? 

The answer to this seemingly risky question must lie in the degree 
of "coherence" of the disturbances and some measure of one's ability 
to sense,compute and correct rapidly. I mill take a " cop out " at 
this point by leaving the pcndering of this question as an exercise 
for the student. To the b«<. of my knowledge this concept has not yet 
been applied in a physical situation. 

Fortunatly, in the case of SLC, the inability to deal with 
transient events is not so serious since these events do not occur 
frequently enough to substantially degrade the average performance of 
the machine because the particles of the beam are thrown away after 
each collision and « fresh pulse is generated each cycle. 

In a circular machine with damping,a new equilibrium beam size 
will be established either temporarily or in the steady state 
depending the relationship between damping rates and the rates at 
which disturbances occur. 

SUMMARY 
In the past hour I have meant to introduce you to a subject that 

has not, up to now, played a major role in accelerator design.The 
presentation has been fragmented in order to touch on as many facets 
as possible in the limited time. The key to using this melange of 
reference information is to return to Figure III.4. You can start at 
any step on the diagram and work either up or down the ladder. If you 
work upward you are trying to characterize or identify the sources of 
the disturbances. If you work dawn, you are calculating or attempting 
to mitigate conseouences. Each step will be a detailed investigation 
in its own right. 

I hope you have noted that the approach is not one of doom and 
gloom because I believe that common sense provides the solutions to 
the various potential problems. I would like, however, to leave you 
with one thought- as they say on the "Hill Street Blues = (REF 27) -
'be careful when you get out there"* 
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Parameters taken from SSC Note-lb, LBID-810, Nov. 9, 1983, by 
Max Cornaechia. 
Private communication from Alex Chao - SLAC.April 1984 
Many of the physical ecology figures were taken from the text 
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J. N. Brune and J. Oliver, Bull. Seismology Soc. Am., 49, 349 
(1953). 
Fra.-rti et al., Bull. Seismology Soc. Am., 113, C1942). 
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Cliffs, N.J., (1974). 
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15. "A Statistical Analysis of the Generation of Klcroseism,-
K. Hasselman, Reviews of Geophysics, Vol.1, Hay 1965. 

16. "Microseismsa Coastal and Pelagic Sources, *' R. Haubrich and 
k. McCamy, Reviews of Geophysics, Vol. 7, Aug. 1969. 

17. The most recent works -
"The Lower Limits of Seismic Background Noise Levels" 
L.B- Hoicomb 
Proceedings of the ALAA Guidance and Control Conference 1981. 

"Vertical Seismic Noise at Very Low Frequencies*1 

D.C. Agnew and Jon Berger 
Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol.83, p. 5420* Nov. 1978. 
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Nicolet Scientific Corporation, Northvale, New Jersey. 
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Radiation, Transmission and Attenuation," J.E. White, 
McSraw Hill, N.Y. (1965). 

22. N. Ewing and F. Press, Bull. Seismological Sac. Am., Vol 44, 
p. 127-147, (1954). 
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"Structural Analysis Program for Static and Dynamic Response at 
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F.E.Peterson. College of Engineering, University of California 
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